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This invention relates to compartmented bags that are 
suitable tor retaining and admixing a plurality of com 
ponents within the con?nes of the bag, and compart 
mented' packages each of which consists‘ of a compart 
imented bag. plus a plurality of components that may be 
admixed within the confines of the bag. 
The invention contemplates a package having, at least 

two adjacent compartments separated by a rupturable 
sealing. partition Wall that may be used for admixing a 
plurality of components comprising: a sealed ?exible bag 
having opposed lower and; upper out'er barrier Walls and 
at least two inner adjacent sealed compartments separated 
by a ?exible, rupturable sealing partition Wall positioned 
inside said bag that is more readily ruptured than the 
outer barrier walls that form said bag, said sealing parti 
tion wall being secured to one of the outer barrier walls 
along a line extending. across the width of the bag vand 
being secured to the other of said outer barrier walls along 
a line intermediate opposed ends-of the other of said‘outer 
barrier walls-which extends across the width of ‘the bag so 
that the outer barrier walls and partition wall de?ne adja 
cent sealed compartments; and a component in each of 
said adjacent compartments. 
The invention further contemplates a compartmented 

bag that is suitable for retaining a plurality of components 
that may be admixed, when desired, within the con?nes of 
the bag comprising: a ?exible bag having opposed lower 
and’ upper outer‘ barrier walls‘ and at least one openend'; 
and a ?exible, rupturahle sealing partition- wall positioned 
inside said bag that is more readily ruptured than the‘ outer 
barrier wall‘s'tha't'fo'rm said'bag', said'sealingpar'tition wall 
being secured to one of said ou'ter‘bar‘rierwall's along a 
line‘ intermediate opposed ends of said one" outer barrier 
wall‘ which extends across the Width of the bag'and‘ being 
secured‘ to the other of said’ outer barriers/211s so that 
the sealing partition“ wall' divides the bag into at least‘two 
compartments, each of said‘compar'tments'havirig‘at'lea-st 
one‘ opening“ which‘ may be" either” at‘ the‘ same end of‘ the 
bag-or opposed'ends" thereof as‘ shown'in-Fignres 2 and 5; 
respectively. If desired; the" bag may be‘ provided with 
suitable openings along the side-s of the bag or any other 
suitable portion thereof. _ ‘ 

The term “component” refers to‘ material‘that'may cori 
tain one or more constituents and thus includes any mate 
rial that is'to' be retained in the compartments of the bag 
and admixed Within the con?nes of the bag after the 
sealing‘ partition‘ wall is rupturedi 

In the accompanying drawings in which a few of the 
various embodiments of the invention are illustrated-2v 

Figure 1’ is a plan view of a baghaving an open end; 
Figure 2" is a. longitudinal sectional view takenralong 

the line 2—2‘ in Figure 1; _ 
' Figure 3' is'a sectional view, similar to Figure 2,1 or a 
package showing the bag. illustrated in Figures’ 1- and 2 
?lled and sealed; ’ v _ ‘ ‘ 

Figure 4' is a transverse sectional view taken alongthe 
line 4'—4 irrFi’g'u‘re 3; _ 

Figure 5 is a longitudinal sectional‘ view, similar to 
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2‘, 
Figure 2, of a second bag having opposed openends; and 

Figure 6 is a sectional‘ view, similar to Figure 3, of a 
package showing the bag, illustrated in Figure 5 ?lled and 
sealed. , , 

Figures- 1 and ‘2, illustrate one of my compartmented 
bags prior to being?lle‘d with the desired components, 
which comprises: a substantially ?at, rectangular, ?exible 
compartmented bag 1 having. opposed lower and upper 
outer barrier walls 3 and 4, respectively, which are formed 
by foldingv over a single sheet of barrier material as indi 
cated at 6'; an open end 17; and a ?exible, rupturable 
sealing partition wall: 5 positioned inside the bagthat is 
more readily ruptured than the outer barrier walls 3 and 4, 
said'_p'artition wall‘ 5' being secured to the lower outer 
barrier wall 3 along a line 7' intermediate opposed‘ ends of 
the'\lower' outer barrier wall‘ which, extends across the 
width of the bag and being secured to the upper outer 
barrier wall‘ 4' along the sides of the bag as indicated at 
8 and 9. The rupturable sealingv partition wall extends 
toward the open‘ end 2' of the bag and divides the bag'into 
two‘ compartments; as shown in Figure 2, which may be 
?lled with their respective components through mouth 
openings‘ ll‘fand' 12‘ and sealed‘. After compartments 1'5 
and‘ 16 of the,’ bag are ?lled with components Band 14‘, 
respectively, the bag‘ may besealed by securing the'walls 
3’; 4,_andi5 ‘to’ each other at I'tl'to form the'packag'elshown 
in‘ Figure 3. The sealing partition wall 5" maybe initially 
secured to‘e'i'th'er the upper" outer barrier wall 4 or lower 
outer barrier wall 3 and then" secured to the remaining 
outer‘ barrierwall, or the“ outer'b'a‘rri'er walls ‘and’ sealing 
partition wall may be, simultaneously sealed in a single 
operation (i‘. e‘., heat-sealed). > v _ 

Figure 4' is" a transverse sectional view" of the‘ package 
taken along the line 4——4' in Figure 3. 

Figure 5} illustrates another embodiment of my corn 
partr'nen‘te‘d bag prior to‘bein‘g'?lled with the desired com‘ 
pon'ent's and sealed, which comprises: a substantially ?at, 
rectangular‘, ?exiblecompartmented‘bag 21‘ having opposed 
lower and upper outer barrier'_\valls 22' and 23, resp'ecl 
tively; opposed opening 30 and‘ 31; a flexible, rupturable 
sealing‘ partition wall‘ 24‘ positioned inside the bag that is 
more readily ruptured thanlth‘e'outer barrier'wall's 22 and 
23, said'partition wall 24 beingv secured to the lower outer 
barrier wall 22 aloiig a Iine'Z'Sjintermediate opposed ends 
of the lower outer barrier wall which extends‘ across the 
width- of the- bag' and being secured to the upper outer 
barrier wall’ 23‘ along a line 26 that extends across" the 
widthiof theib'a‘g so that the outer barrier walls and p'artii 
tion wall_de?ne adjacent compartments which‘ may be‘ 
?lled’ with» their respective components throughv rhouth 
openings 301a'nd 31' and sealed. After the compartments 
SZi-and 3316f- the-bag are ?lledwith components 131 and 14'‘, 
respec-tiv‘ely,¥the‘ bag» may be sealed by securing'the'oute‘r 
walls‘ 22» and‘ 241m each other at 27 and 28 to form the 
package shown in1Figure'6; 

Th'ei rupturable'=' sealing~ partition‘ wall, prior to‘ being 
ruptured; serves to separate the‘ components that are re’ 
tained in: thecompartrhent'sé The outerv barrier walls'of 
the bag serve‘ to? retain the‘ components within the: con‘ 
?nes of- the: bag" until the- components are properly adi 
mixed and removal‘? of they admixture or reaction product 
is‘ desired; , ' 

In‘. order‘ to‘ admiir- the components; the: sealing‘ partil 
tion wall is ruptured without rupturing: the- upper and 
lower outer barrier walls, and the components are ad 
mixed by' squeezing‘ the-bag and enclosed componentsin 
such a manner ‘that the components are e?ectively a'cl 
mixed.‘ After the components are elfectively admixedor 
the reaction-of the admixed components has progressed to 
a‘ sat'i's‘factory‘potint, the; admixture‘ or- reaction product is 
removed from the bag-by rupturing an outer barrier wall 
of the bag or by rupturing a weakened portion of the'b'ag. 
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Convenient and rapid mixing of the components within 
the con?nes of the bag will result if the compartments 
are not ?lled to their full capacity. It is also desirable 
to exclude air, especially major quantities thereof, from 
the interior of the sealed compartments. 
The outer barrier walls and ?exible, rupturable sealing 

partition wall may be (a) translucent or transparent, 
(b) of any suitable shape and (0) formed from ?exible 
sheet plastic material such as polyethylene, ethyl cellulose, 
cellulose acetate, Plio?lm (a transparent ?lm made from 
chlorinated rubber), Saran (high molecular weight vinyl 
idene chloride materials such as exempli?ed in U. S. Pat 
ent No. 2,160,931), Vinylite (polymerized vinyl com 
pounds), Mylar (terephthalic acid-ethylene glycol poly 
mer), cellophane, polyvinyl alcohol, rubber, and the like. 
If desired, the bag may be formed of material such as 
wax-coated paper, Holland cloth, and aluminum foil re 
inforced with paper. However, the material that is se 
lected must be capable of adequately retaining the com 
ponents within the con?nes of the bag. The outer walls 
and partition wall may be formed, if desired, of dissim 
ilar materials. 
The rupturable sealing partition wall must be more 

readily ruptured than the outer barrier walls. This may 
be accomplished by using a dilferent thickness of material 
or by some other weakening means. When Plio?lm is 
used, the material may be obtained in ?lms of varying 
strengths even though the ?lms are of equal thickness. 

In the bag and corresponding package shown in Fig 
ures 1-4, the upper and lower barrier walls are secured 
to each other at 8 and 9; the sealing partition wall is 
secured to the lower barrier wall at 7, and the ?lled bag 
is sealed at 10. Figures 5 and 6, respectively, show a bag 
and package in which the upper and lower barrier walls 
are secured to each other at the sides of the bag or pack 
age in a manner similar to that shown at 8 and 9 in 
Figure 4; the sealing partition wall is secured to the lower 
barrier wall at 25 and the upper barrier wall at 26, and 
the ?lled bag is sealed at 27 and 28. The outer barrier 
walls and sealing partition wall may be secured to each 
other by means of a suitable adhesive or by heat sealing 
the outer barrier walls and sealing partition wall. Plio 
?lm, polyethylene, Saran, and Vinylite exemplify some 
of the materials that may be heat-sealed. Cellophane 
sheets may be bonded with Duco cement (cellulose ni 
trate dissolved in ethyl acetate as well as minor quan 
tities of amyl acetate, acetone, dimethyl ketone, methyl 
ethyl ketone; produced by E. I. du Pont de Nemours 
and Co.), whereas sheets of Plio?lm may be bonded with 
Pliobond (nitrile rubber and phenol-type plastic dissolved 
in methyl ethyl ketone; produced by Goodyear Tire & 
Rubber Company, Inc.). 

Although the bags and packages shown in the accom 
panying drawings are substantially ?at and rectangular in 
shape, they may be of any suitable size, shape or con 
?guration (i. e., ?at and circular; cylindrical, etc.). If 
desired, the sealing partition wall may extend across the 
longest dimension of the bag or package. 
As shown in Figures 2-3 and 5-6, respectively, the up 

per and lower outer barrier walls may be formed of a 
single continuous sheet of material or separate sheets. 
In addition, the terms lower outer barrier wall and upper 
outer barrier wall are intended to include side walls, bar 
rier walls formed of a single sheet of material, or a plu 
rality of sheets bonded or secured to each other in a suit 
able. manner, as well as barrier walls of any suitable shape 
or con?guration. 
The sealing partition wall 5 shown in Figures 2 and 3 

may, if desired, be secured to the upper barrier wall 4 
along'a line intermediate the ends of the upper barrier 
wall or secured to the lower barrier wall 3 (instead of 
the upper barrier wall) along a line intermediate the seal 
indicated at 7 and the open end 17 of the bag. The seal 
ing partition wall 24 shown in Figures 5 and 6 may, if 
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desired, be secured to the upper barrier wall 23 along 
a line intermediate the ends of the‘ upper barrier wall. 
The above-described compartmented bag assembly may 

be utilized to retain or package the desired components. 
For example, one compartment may retain dimethyl 
p-toluidine plus methyl methacrylate monomer while the 
other compartment retains benzoyl peroxide plus methyl 
methacrylate polymer. Obviously, other resin compo 
nents, catalysts, promotors, etc., may be packaged in our 
compartmented bag. 

If desired, dental impression materials may also be re 
tained in the compartmented bag in a manner similar to 
that which will be hereinafter described. 

In the last decade, dental impression materials of the 
gel-forming or alginate type have come into general favor 
with dentists. The alginates depend upon a chemical reac 
tion for their setting and, therefore, the various ingre 
dients utilized in the impression composition cannot be 
sold in their combined or ?nal form. Either water must 
be carefully measured out and added to the remaining 
ingredients, or water must be added to one ingredient or 
group of ingredients and the other ingredients retained dry 
and added to the aqueous ingredients. The present in 
vention contemplates the use of pastes, each containing 
water and having substantially the same viscosity, main 
tained within a common bag but in separate portions 
thereof so that the dentist or other user of the impression 
material may carry on all of the impression-forming 
operations without adding any additional material to the 
enclosed ingredients, and, at the same time, without 
exposing the enclosed ingredients to the atmosphere, the 
hands of the user or any implement. Thus, there is no 
opportunity for adding too much or too little, no require 
ment for a mixing vessel or mixing instrument which must 
e cleaned, and no opportunity for contamination during 

mixing. 
One compartment of the compartmented bag may con 

tain a part of the impression material or gel-forming com 
ponent which will be referred to sometimes as the alginate 
paste, while the other compartment contains a compo 
sition which will be referred to as the reactant paste. 

In order to mix the materials, one of the compositions 
is squeezed by the hands into the other, preferably Work 
ing from opposite corners in alternation until the material 
has been thoroughly and rapidly mixed. The normal 
time limit on a dental impression material is about one 
minute and if the bag is ?lled too full or not full enough, 
proper mixing will not be secured within that time. As 
will be hereinafter pointed out, I prefer to use a dye 
in at least one of the components so that the amount of 
mixing will be well shown by the color of the components. 
Any unmixed portion will show either too much or too 
little color. The alginate paste and reactant paste are 
maintained apart by the rupturable sealing partition wall. 
The composition of the two portions of the impression 

material ,is of great importance. The ?nal impression 
inaterial must include the following: 

(a) Water. 
(b) A soluble alginate. 
(c) A ?ller. 
(d) A soluble reactant salt of a metal which will form 
an insoluble alginate. 

(e) A retarder which is normally a salt capable of form 
ing a more insoluble salt of the reactant. 

It is obvious that the reactant and the retarder cannot 
be incorporated in the same aqueous composition. It 
is likewise apparent that the alginate cannot be included 
in an aqueous composition which includes the reactant. 
Likewise, the amount of water must be exactly correct to 
form the ?nal impression material and the viscosities of 
the two compositions should be not only substantially 
alike, but not substantially different than the ?nal vis 
cosity of the mixture. 
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One of the preferred compositions comprises an algi 
nate paste having the following composition: 
1600 gms. water 
4 gms. methyl parasept (a mold inhibitor) 
25 gms. tetrasodium pyrophosphate (commercial), a 

retarder 
100 gms. potassium alginate. The preferred material is 
that having a viscosity of 400 centipoises and sold as 
400 cps. potassium alginate 

250 gms. diatomaceous earth, a?ller, preferably that sold 
under the name HyFlo Supercel. This ?ller is included 
to give the necessary viscosity to this paste 

.8 gm. carmine 40, a dye 

This material has substantially the same viscosity as the 
desired mixture ready for dental use. 

The second paste, which I term the reactant paste and 
which has substantially the same viscosity as the alginate 
paste, has the following preferred composition: 
v1200 gms. water 
‘19 gms. ordinary commercial boricacid (HsBOs) 
336 gms. calcium sulfate dihydrate puri?ed precipitated 

(no heat treatment). The particular material is pre 
pared under this name by Mallinckrodt Chemical Com 

> pany. 

100 gms. HyFlo Supercel 
'15 gms. of high viscosity carboxy methyl cellulose (Her 

cules) , which is employed as a thickening agent-in order 
to give the necessary viscosity. Without this material, 
the calcium sulfate tends to precipitate out 

The last-mentioned composition is adapted ‘for a con 
tainer 3 x 6 inches. 

This invention is a continuation-impart of my copend 
ing application Serial No. 293,250, ?led June 13, 1952, 
now abandoned. 
The foregoing detailed description has been given for 

clearness of understanding only and no unnecessary limi 
tations should be understood therefrom as modi?cations 
will be obvious to those skilled in the art. 

I claim: 
1. A compartmented package that may be used for 

retaining and admixing a plurality of components and 
having at least two adjacent compartments separated by a 
rupturable sealing partition wall comprising: a sealed, 
?exible, rupturable bag having opposed, similarly-shaped 
lower and upper outer barrier walls secured to ‘each other 
at their respective marginal edge portions, said barrier 
walls having opposed marginal side and 'end portions, 
said bag having at least two inner adjacent sealed com 
partments separated by a rupturable, compartment-form 
ing, sealing partition wall having opposed marginal side 
and end portions positioned inside said bag, said partition 
wall having a lower rupturing strength than at least one 
of the outer barrier Walls that form said bag, said seal 
ing partition wall having opposed marginal side portions 
that are contiguous with opposed, contiguous marginal 
side portions of the outer barrier walls, one end portion 
of said partition wall being secured to one of the outer 
barrier walls along a line extending across the width of 
the bag, the other opposed end portion of said partition 
wall being secured to the other of said outer barrier walls 
along a line intermediate opposed end portions of the 
other of the said outer barrier walls so that the contiguous 
marginal side portions of the outer barrier walls and 
sealing partition wall are contiguous and are secured to 
each other in sealing relationship; and a component in 
each of said compartments. 

2. A compartmented package as set forth in claim 1 
‘wherein the outer barrier walls are formed of plastic sheet 
material which permits the passage of light therethrough. 

3. A compartmented package as set forth in claim 1 
wherein the component in one of said adajacent'com 
partments is a gel-forming component and the component 
in the other of said adjacent compartments is 'a paste 
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6 
capable of reacting with 'said vgel-forming component to 
forman- elastic gel which maybe used-as dental impression 
material 

4. A compartmented package as set forth in claim ‘I 
wherein each of said adjacent compartments ‘contains a 
component of a polymerizable mixture so that a polymeri 
zable mixture results when said components vare mixed 
within the con?nes of the bag. ' 

5; A compartmented package that may be used for re 
taining and admixing a plurality of components having 
at least two adjacent compartments separated by a rup 
turable sealing partition wall comprising: a sealed, ?ex 
ible, rupturable bag having opposed, similarly-shaped 
lower and upper outer barrier walls secured to each other 
at their respective marginal edge portions, said barrier 
walls having opposed'marginal side and end portions, said 
bag having at least two inner adjacent sealed compart 
ments separated by a rupturable, compartment-forming, 
sealing partition wall lhavingopposed marginal side and 
end portions-positioned insidesaid bag, said partition wall 
having a lower rupturing strength than at leastone of the 
outer'barrier walls that formsaid bag, said sealing parti 
tion wall having-opposed marginal side portions that are 
contiguous with opposed, contiguous marginal side por 
tions of the outer barrier Walls, one end portion of said 
partition wall ‘being secured to one of the outer barrier 
walls along 'a ‘line'extending across ‘the width of the bag 
at an end thereof, the other opposed end portion-of said 
partition wall beingsecured .to the other of said outer 
barrier walls along a‘line intermediate-opposed end por 
tions of the-otherof the-said outer barrier walls so that 
‘the contiguous marginal side portions of the outer bar 
rier walls and‘sealing-‘partition wall are contiguous and 
aresecured ‘to each other ‘in sealing relationship; and a 
component in each oflsaid compartments. 

-6. A-compartmented‘ibag that'is suitable for retaining 
a plurality of components that-may be admixed, when 
desired, within the'con?nes'of the bag comprising: a ?ex 
ible bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and‘up 
per outer barrier ‘\walls secured toleach other at marginal 
edge portionsrand-having'at least one opening, said bag 
having opposedvmarginal side and end portions, a ‘?ex 
ible, rupturable, compartment-forming, sealing‘ partition 
wall having opposed marginal side and end portions po 

' sitioned inside said bag,'said partition wall having a lower 
rupturing strength than at'least'one of the outer barrier 
walls 'that'form said'bag, said sealing partition wall hav 
ing opposedlmarginal side ‘portions that are contiguous 
with opposed, contiguous l'marginalssi‘de portions of the 
outer barrier walls,’ one end portion of saidpartition wall 
being secured to ‘one of ‘the outer barrier walls across 
the width of the bag along'a’lineintermediateopposed 
endlportions of said one outer'b‘arrier wall, said partition 
wall being secured to'the other ‘of ‘said outer barrier walls 
so that the contiguousmarginal side- portions of the outer 
barrier walls and ‘sealing partition wall are contiguous and 
are secured to each other in- sealing relationship, said seal 
ingpartition wall servingto ‘divide the'bag into at least 
.two compartments,~each of'said compartments having an 
‘opening through which'sa component may'be inserted into 
each of the- compartments. 

‘7. A compartmented ‘bag as set ‘forth in claim ‘6 
wherein the outer barrier walls-are formed of plastic sheet 
material-which'permits‘ thepassage of light therethrough. 

v8. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retaining 
a plurality of components that may be admixed, when 
desired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a ?exi 
ble bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and upper 
outer barrier walls and at least one opening, said bag hav 
ing opposed marginal side and end portions, a ?exible, 
rupturable, compartmentiforming, sealing partition wall 
having opposed marginal side and end portions positioned 
‘inside said bag which are secured to marginal portions of 
‘the bag, ‘said rpartition wall-"having's-a lower rupturing 
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strength than at least one of the outer barrier walls that 
form said bag, said sealing partition wall having opposed 
marginal side portions that are contiguous with opposed, 
contiguous marginal side portions of the outer barrier 
walls, one end portion of said partition wall being secured 
to one of the outer barrier walls across the width of the 
bag along a line intermediate opposed end portions of 
said one outer barrier wall, said partition wall being se 
cured to the other of said outer barrier walls so that the 
sealing partition wall divides the bag into at least two com 
partments, each of said compartments having an opening 
through which a component may be inserted into each 
of the compartments. 

9. A compartmented bag as set forth in claim 8 where 
in the outer barrier walls are formed of plastic sheet ma 
terial which permits the passage of light therethrough. 

10. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retaining 
a plurality of components that may be admixed, when de 
sired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a ?exible 
bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and upper 
outer barrier walls and at least one opening, said bag hav 
ing opposed marginal side and end portions, a ?exible, 
rupturable, compartment-forming, sealing partition wall 
having marginal side and end portions positioned inside 
said bag which are secured to marginal portions of the 
bag, said partition wall having a lower rupturing strength 
than at least one of the outer barrier Walls that form said 
bag, said sealing partition wall having opposed marginal 
side portions that are contiguous with opposed, contiguous 
marginal side portions of the outer barrier Walls, one end 
portion of said partition wall being secured to one of said 
outer barrier walls across the width of the bag along a 
line intermediate opposed end portions of said one outer 
barrier wall, said partition wall being secured to the other 
of said outer barrier walls so that the sealing partition 
wall divides the bag into at least two compartments, said 
compartments having adjacent openings through which 
a component may be inserted into each of the compart 
ments. 

ll. A compartmented bag as set forth in claim 10 
wherein the outer barrier walls are formed of plastic 
sheet material which permits the passage of light there 
through. 

12. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retain 
ing a plurality of components that may be admixed, when 
desired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a ?exi 
ble bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and upper 
outer barrier walls and at least one opening, said bag hav 
ing opposed marginal side and end portions, a ?exible, 
rupturable, compartment-forming, sealing partition wall ‘ 
having marginal side and end portions positioned inside 
said bag which are secured to marginal portions of the 
bag, said partition wall having a lower rupturing strength 
than at least one of the outer barrier walls that form said 
bag, said sealing partition wall having opposed marginal 
side portions that are substantially contiguous with op 
posed, contiguous marginal side portions of the outer bar 
rier walls, one end portion of said partition wall being 
secured to one of said outer barrier walls substantially 
across the width of the bag along a line intermediate op 
posed end portions of said one outer barrier wall, said 
partition wall being secured to the other of said outer bar 
rier walls so that the sealing partition wall divides the 
bag into at least two compartments, each of said com 
partments having an opening at opposed ends of the bag 
through which a component may be inserted into each of 
the compartments. 

13. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retain 
ing a plurality of components that may be admixed, when _ 
desired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a 
?exible bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and 
upper outer barrier walls and at least one opening, said 
bag having opposed marginal side and end portions a 
?exible, rupturable, compartment-forming, sealing parti 
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tion Wall having marginal side and end portions positioned 
inside said bag which are secured to marginal portions 
of the bag, said partition wall having a lower rupturing 
strength than at least one of the outer barrier walls that 
form said bag, said sealing partition wall having opposed 
marginal side portions that are contiguous with and se 
cured to opposed, contiguous marginal side portions of 
the outer barrier Walls, one end portion of said partition 
wall being secured to one of said outer barrier walls across 
the width of the bag along a line intermediate opposed 
end portions of said one outer barrier wall, the other 
opposed end portion of said partition wall being secured 
to the other of said outer barrier walls along a line ex 
tending across the width of the bag so that the sealing 
partition wall divides the bag into at least two compart 
ments, each of said compartments having an opening 
through which a component may be inserted into each of 
the compartments. 

14. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retain 
ing a plurality of components that may be admixed, when 
desired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a ?ex 
ible bag having opposed, similarly-shaped lower and up 
per barrier walls and at least one opening, said bag 
having opposed marginal side and end portions, a ?exible, 
rupturable, compartment-forming, sealing partition wall 
having marginal side and end portions positioned inside 
the bag which are secured to marginal portions of the 
bag, said partition wall having a lower rupturing strength 
than at least one, of the outer barrier Walls that form 
said bag, said sealing partition wall having opposed mar 
ginal side portions that are contiguous with opposed, con 
tiguous marginal side portions of the outer barrier walls, 
one end portion of said partition wall being secured to 
one of said outer barrier walls across the width of the 
bag along a line intermediate opposed end portions of 
said one outer barrier wall, the other opposed end por 
tion of said partition wall being secured to the other of 
the said outer, barrier walls along a line extending across 
the width of the bag at an end thereof so that the outer 
barrier walls and partition wall de?ne adjacent compart 
ments, each of said compartments having an opening 
through which a component may be inserted into each 
of the compartments. 

15. A compartmented bag that is suitable for retain 
ing a plurality of components that may be admixed, when 
desired, within the con?nes of the bag comprising: a ?ex 
ible bag having opposed, similarly-shaped upper and lower 

i outer barrier walls and an opening at an end thereof, said 
bag having opposed marginal side and end portions, a 
flexible, rupturable, sealing partition Wall having marginal 
side and end portions positioned inside said bag, said 
partition wall having a lower rupturing strength than at 
least one of the outer barrier walls that form said bag, 
said sealing partition wall having opposed marginal side 

_ portions that are contiguous with and secured to opposed, 
contiguous marginal side portions of the outer barrier 

.walls, one end portion of said partition wall being se 
cured to the lower outer barrier wall across the width 

. of the bag along a line intermediate opposed end portions 

(it) of the lower outer barrier wall, said partition wall being 
secured to the upper and lower outer barrier walls along 
opposed, contiguous side portions of the bag, said ruptur 
able sealing partition wall extending toward said open 
end of the bag and dividing the bag into two compart 
ments, each of which may be ?lled with a desired com 

’ ponent at said open end. 
16. A compartmented package that may be used for 

' retaining and admixing a plurality of components having 
at least two adjacent compartments separated by a rup 
turable sealing partition wall comprising: a sealed, ?ex 

I ible, rupturable bag having opposed, similarly-shaped 
lower and upper outer barrier walls secured to each other 

, at their respective marginal edge portions, said barrier 
. walls having opposed marginal side and end portions, 
said bag having at least two inner adjacent sealed com 
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partments separated by a rupturable, compartment-form 
ing, partition wall having opposed marginal side and end 
portions positioned inside said bag, said partition wall 
having a lower rupturing strength than said bag, said par 
tition wall having opposed marginal side portions that are 
secured to at least one of the outer barrier walls substan 
tially adjacent to opposed, marginal side portions of the 
bag, one marginal end portion of said partition wall be— 
ing secured to one of the outer barrier walls intermediate 
opposed end portions of said one outer barrier wall, the 
other opposed marginal end portion of said partition wall 
being secured to an outer barrier wall so that opposed 
marginal end portions and side portions of said partition 
wall are secured to at least one of said outer barrier walls, 
thereby forming at least two sealed compartments which 15 2’687’130 

10 
are separated by said common partition wall; and a com 
ponent in each of said compartments. 
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